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I’m going to see glass being blown. It’s not any glass, nor any place.
In the hot shop at The Glass Factory in Boda, the glass industry is
both near and distant. An industrial process producing ten thousand
identical wine glasses is far away. This hot shop is instead a hub in an
artistic context where artists book time slots to on with their projects
and prototypes together with the glass masters.

The glass being blown today are Hanna Hansdotter’s ornamental
bodies of glass – large objects situated somewhere in between the
depictive and the abstract. They are initially blown in a mold, a nod
to the industrial tradition that Hanna is inspired by, but then given
movement and individuality by hand in a process that makes every
piece unique.

Hanna and the masters Micke and Anders have been working for a
little while when I turn up. They are letting me sit in and perhaps get
a few words with Hanna while they blow the glass. I sit down and
am immediately struck by how hot the space is. And how little the
expression “delicate as glass” has to do with the place where the
glass is made.

Coming into the glass works is far from some romantic idea of a
painter’s studio, it is closer to walking into a workshop. It is physical,

raw and heavy, the music is loud, and it smells of metal and fire.
This is not a fragile environment; we are far away from the galleries
and other elegant spaces that the objects now being produced are
ultimately heading for. Here, where the glass is born, craft, experience
and the team rule.

– The three of us are a team, we always blow the glass together,
Hanna explains when she can turn her attention away for a minute.
I got to know Micke when I first moved to the Kingdom of Crystal to
train as a glass blower. He’s the boss, but we’re making my ideas.

I wonder if it is hierarchical?

– At the old glass works it could be, in a bad way, Hanna replies. Here
it’s rather that we keep an eye on different things. But I’m a glass
blower too, I know how it all works. I know the colours, I control the
molds. We definitely discuss things – colours, the different qualities,
me thinking the music is too loud… but we know each other so well
by now that we hardly need to talk anymore.

Micke has blown many of Hanna’s objects, about 200 of them. They
work closely together but it is Hanna’s vision that is being created.
The glass blowers don’t become part of her process until here, in the
hot shop.

– Take the colour quickly Micke! To make it mottled!

Hanna interrupts herself in the middle of a sentence to me and turns
to Micke. She has been standing with her back towards the ovens but
has still somehow felt the glass and where she wanted it directed in
that split second.

What started out as a small, red sphere with a strand of white, has
been stretched out, taken the shape of the mold, but also been
twisted and elongated and different colours than red are becoming
visible. How they visualise what the different colours will be in the
finished object is utterly incomprehensible. To the untrained eye it is
just a blazing, red orb.

The hot work is over in a few minutes. In movements that could have
been choreographed, the three of them move like dancers around
each other. Up to blow, down to hold. Around and back again, over to
an oven, or moving on to the next step.

– Next!

The next object is about to take shape and Hanna starts talking about
the importance of the process.

– We’ve worked with this idea for a while now. That leads to a more
fun process. I decide some things, the glass blowers decide others.
The colour scheme is set, but you need to leave things open for a bit
of a party in the hot shop, it can’t be too repetitive. The process is
everything, that’s what has brought me here.

– There’s nothing exciting about a hamster wheel where things are
just being churned out. The freedom of the process is key – leaving
space for it to be complex and for things to go wrong.

While Hanna talks, she pulls out long strings of glass that land on the
floor for the time being. They will be used on future objects. Behind
her, the oven door opens like a door to hell. I sweat. Hanna and the
others don’t seem bothered.

– Hanna!

One quick call from Micke. Even I catch a “stop talking – your turn” in
that single word. Nothing else is required; Hanna knows exactly what
needs to be done. They speak in sign language sometimes, when
they do need to communicate past music and gas burners. A few
quick movements of a finger – distilled communication!

Hanna has an intricate relationship to glass. She came to glass

blowing almost by coincidence and doesn’t feel any particular
connection to the glass industry or earlier designers. But she is very
interested in production itself.

– How we produce things is interesting. How do we manipulate
existing techniques, sustainably? What can production look like?
How can something be repeated, but still be considered art glass?

It is clear that Hanna sees her work in relation to the craft tradition it
belongs to. She has experience of production in larger volumes too.
For Boda she produced the collection Boda Bubbles.

– At one time, being an industrial designer at Kosta Boda was about
the coolest thing one could do. The industry doesn’t have that
position anymore; the glass has moved in more artistic directions. So
Boda does bubble, but it was obviously about drinks too, she smiles.

She says herself that she saw the value in doing something more
accessible, something that was easier to relate to. But it required
efficiency – of many parts.

– I make the molds myself, she explains. And the products must be
both expressive and quick to blow. The process must be forgiving and
allow for flaws in the glass. The point of for example the small bowl

was that anyone would be able to do it – you could learn it in a day!
I’m flattered, but not convinced, by Hanna’s belief in my potential as
a glass blower where I’m sitting, in the front row of seats facing the
hot shop floor. It works a little bit like an inverted sauna – further up
and back is cooler. Here, in the first row and closest to the ovens, the
heat is intense. The metal bracelet I’m wearing starts to burn against
my skin and I slip it into my pocket.

Hanna’s glass objects are taking shape in front of me. Layer by layer
is added to achieve the right thickness for the process. The glass
orb grows as a new layer is added. It is spun around and the tools
used look like they must have been the same for centuries. A wide
wooden spatula. A wet cloth against Micke’s hand. One is struck by
the experience of the hand. By the tiny movements that tease out the
shape. By the closeness and the trust that must exist to create that
which Hanna has imagined.

And just like that, it spins back into the oven. I can just about see
something that looks like a big ball of lava in the large oven. It comes
out as a big balloon. A balloon that looks at once light as a feather
and immensely heavy. Micke lifts it across the floor and into the
ornamental iron mold where it is blown out through the metal pattern.
Using tongs and the largest oven gloves I’ve ever seen; Hanna gives
it its final shape.

After that, the bottom is evened out so that the object can stand, and
bang! With one blow the glass sculpture is detached from the metal
rod it’s hung on to and is put away too cool.

– That came out amazing! Hanna laughs.

– They must bulge out in the perfect way; in my nerdy brain I obviously
have an image of what the perfect swelling looks like. We made one
yesterday that didn’t come out great at all. We have one chance, and
it’s gone in a second. There is no second chance or possibility to do it
again. It’s a matter of a few steps – otherwise I discard it the next day.

The different molds all have their separate characteristics. Some of
them Hanna makes herself and the decorative ornamentation is in
different ways inspired by architectural elements. The largest mold
requires the most glass. Some are faster to blow in. There is one
that is everyone’s favourite, the glass glides through it perfectly and
pretty much all sculptures come out exactly as planned. Hanna has
to keep an eye out, so it’s not the only one used.

The very last step is where each sculpture is given its character –
here Hanna forms it using tongs and her hands. It is here, in this step,
where the object is given its soul and becomes a body made of glass.

– Otherwise it is just production, and that’s not the intention in this
case.

It isn’t just Hanna’s eyes that are shining as the new, magnificent
piece is set aside to cool. Micke’s and Anders’s pride is equally
obvious. But it isn’t always like this. As tangible as the pride is today,
just as real is the disappointment when after sweaty, hard work you
don’t reach the end goal, they say. That’s the flip side of inviting in
complexity.

– Right, we have about… seven minutes, Hanna tells me.

We disappear off to her studio, which is also located on the premises
of The Glass Factory and I ask her how she sees herself in her different
roles as a glass blower, a craftsman and artist. Does it matter?

– I do my thing, she quickly responds. People will always pigeon-hole
me from the context they got to know me in. When I’m in the hot
shop I’m a glass blower, but I’m also an artist.

– Up until now I’ve made objects. That is closer to the craftsmanship.
I have been interested in art, but with the presence of craft, and it
has been important to me to get to show glass in the “salons” of the
artworld where it previously hasn’t been welcome. The exhibition

at Kalmar konstmuseum will be my first at an art museum and the
first one where I’m working both with objects and installations. That
allows the artistic perspective to enter – a different one to that of the
industry. It opens everything up to new ways of talking about it when
it’s put in the same tradition as the baroque and modernism.

Our conversation moves on to the exhibition title: Rabbit hole – a
reference to Alice in Wonderland and how the audience will become
part of Hanna’s world.

– These items are slightly undefinable. I’m also very interested in
spaciality. In Kalmar I have worked with a mirror installation that
gives everything a psychedelic twist. It will lead to interaction. As
an audience you are part of the artwork – you fall “down the rabbit
hole”. It’s an exciting room to be in and to build installations from
one’s objects. The body, the objects and the room must all be taken
into account.

Scales and perspectives are turned and twisted around. The glass
molds now tower over the viewer instead of the other way around.
The glass becomes an experience, not just an object, and the visitor
is integrated into the room.

We come back to the hot shop and take a look at one of the sculptures.
The last time I saw it, it was still glowing red, now it has cooled down
to black.

Hanna’s time in the hot shop is almost over. Several new glass
sculptures have seen the light of day and are now cooling. Traces
of the grid and stucco inspired patters from the glass molds will
continue to be seen in them. But they have not politely stayed within
their bounds but swelled out and through, broken free of the form’s
structure and gained their own body and personality. It strikes me
that they remind us a bit of ourselves, we too carry marks of that
which has shaped us, both where we have been hemmed in and
where we have broken through. Perhaps that is the allure of Hanna’s
wonderland – it is a completely foreign world of shapes and colours
but where nevertheless there is recognition.

Hanna turns off the gas. I have soot stains on my computer – and a
feeling of having experienced a magical ballet in work gloves.

Isabel Mena-Berlin
Writer
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Hanna Hansdotter (born 1984 in Lund) came to glassblowing by
coincidence, or perhaps it was destiny. A feature on TV about
glassblowing made her apply to Kosta Glass Centre and from there
on to the National School of Glass at Orrefors. Three years in Småland
gave her a solid knowledge of the craft. After that she continued to
the University of Arts, Craft and Design (Konstfack) in Stockholm for
an opportunity to further deepen her approach to both the glass and
her expression.
Hanna Hansdotter’s breakthrough came with her final year exhibition

“Imprints” (“Avtryck”) at Konstfack in 2017. Since then she has
received a number of awards, among others “Craft of the year 2019”
by the magazine Residence. Exhibitions in Stockholm, among other
places, has in a short amount of time made her one of the brightest
shining stars of Swedish art glass.
The process is allowed to leave obvious marks in her art. Imprints
from craft and tradition are contrasted with glamour and corporeality,
breaking free of cool strictness. In the world of glass, full of recognition,
Hanna Hansdotter gives a hint of how much more there is to discover
in what has been called a “new era” of Swedish art glass.
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